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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE

AGENDA (REVISED)

3rd Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 13 February 2001

The Committee will meet at 10.00am in Committee Room 2, Committee
Chambers, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh.

1. Items in private: The Committee will consider whether to take items 5, 6 and 7 in
private.

2. Questions for witnesses (in private): The Committee will consider its lines of
questioning for Positive Action In Housing.

Not before 10:15 am
3. Housing (Scotland) Bill – Stage 1: The Committee will take evidence at Stage

1, on the general principles of the Bill, from—

Robina Qureshi (Positive Action In Housing)

Shelia Arthur (Positive Action In Housing)

Ricardo Rea (Positive Action In Housing)

Adrian Lui (Positive Action In Housing).

4. Reporters: The Committee will hear from Reporters on progress since the last
Committee meeting.

5. Convention Rights (Compliance)(Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider
a draft report at Stage 1, on the general principles of the Bill.

6. Housing (Scotland) Bill – Stage 1: The Committee will consider a draft report at
Stage 1, on the general principles of the Bill.

7. Increasing the effectiveness of Committees: The Committee will consider the
Conveners’ Liaison Group paper “Increasing the effectiveness of Committees”.



**************

The following papers are attached:

Agenda Item 2

EO/01/03/1(P) Private paper on questions for Positive Action In Housing

Agenda Item 3

EO/01/03/2 Submission from Positive Action In Housing

Agenda Item 4

EO/01/03/3 Paper from the Race Reporter (To follow)

Agenda Item 5

EO/01/03/4 (P) Private draft report on Convention Rights
(Compliance)(Scotland) Bill

EO/01/03/5 Submission from Equality Network

Agenda Item 6

EO/01/03/6(P) Private draft report on Housing (Scotland) Bill

Agenda Item 7

EO/01/03/7 (P) Private paper on increasing the effectiveness of committees

Lee Bridges
Clerk to the Committee



RESPONSE TO BETTER HOMES FOR SCOTLAND’S
COMMUNITIES: THE EXECUTIVE’S PROPOSALS FOR
THE HOUSING BILL
Introduction 
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New single Regulatory Framework
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Introduction

 

1. Positive Action in Housing welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Scottish
Executive’s consultation document Better Homes for Scotland’s Communities.

2. Positive Action in Housing is a black and minority ethnic charity at the forefront of
the struggle for racial equality in Scottish housing. We have 156 members drawn from
black and minority ethnic organisations, Registered Social Landlords and local
authorities. Throughout our work, Positive Action in Housing draws its perspective from
those at the margins of society. This has meant supporting issues that affect their daily
lives - homelessness, racist attacks and harassment, enduring unmet housing needs
and restricted employment and training opportunities.

3. Positive Action in Housing has developed an incisive expertise of housing
policies for black and minority ethnic communities. We have consistently raised the
housing concerns of visible minorities in various policy responses to government and
others.

4. We are concerned about the colour blind approach adopted throughout the
document. For example, on the issue of consultation, there is no reference made to
engaging black and minority ethnic groups who are excluded from tenants organisations
and the ‘usual’ networks. Also, the failure to include racial harassment as a ground for
transfer or ending the tenancy agreement. These are crucial issues that affect visible
minorities and must be specifically addressed if the Housing Bill is to ‘facilitate the
development of vibrant, self-confident neighbourhoods, which play a full part in the life
of Scotland’. The colour-blind approach is amplified further by the fact that throughout
the consultation document there is not a single image to suggest that Scotland is in fact
a multiracial society. Every image is of white society. Are we to infer that this is the
Executive’s vision of Scotland?

5. If the Housing Bill is to make an impact on black & minority ethnic communities in
fulfilment of the Scottish Executive’s ‘commitment to equality of opportunity for all’ then
the proposals must be placed in the context of the legislative framework to equalities in
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the UKThis includes reference to the Race, Sex and Disability Discrimination Acts as
well as reference to United Nations (UN) and European Human Rights legislation.

6. The proposals should take account of the Race Relations (Amendment) Bill,
which will introduce an enforceable positive duty to promote racial equality, which is
essential if any meaningful progress is to be made towards eliminating institutional
racism. The Bill places an expectation on authorities to:

7. Assess the impact on racial equality of the policies it is proposing and, where this
is likely to be adverse, consider alternatives, consult on the policies, and justify, in a
public statement, going ahead with them.

 8. Monitor employment and service delivery by ethnic group, where practicable

9. Include racial equality standards in 'best value', external contracts or funding of
external organisations

10. Report annually on measures taken, and assess their impact

11. Undergo inspection and monitoring by the relevant statutory agency, such as the
Audit Commission, the National Audit Office, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Constabulary, OFSTED etc.

12. Provide evidence of compliance with the duty to the CRE, as required; where the
CRE believes that the authority has not complied, the CRE would be able to serve a
notice on the authority requiring compliance or seek an order by the court that would
require the authority to take certain steps to comply with this duty.

13. We would also refer you to our response to the Green Paper, Investing in
Modernisation – an Agenda for Scotland’s Housing (June 1999).

The context of our response  

14. In 1999-2000, Positive Action in Housing dealt with more than 1,300 enquiries.
The main reasons for seeking rehousing were racial harassment (actual or potential),
overcrowding and homelessness.

15. The problem of severe overcrowding in our communities has existed - and been
researched exhaustively - for decades, and have multiplied several times over because
of the failure to build sufficient 3,4 and 5 apartments in safe, multiracial areas.

16. Research from the University of Stirling (Too white, Too Rough, Too Many
Problems...) found that the scale of overcrowding in Glasgow's black and minority ethnic
communities is FIFTEEN times greater than it was ten years ago (Experience of Ethnic
Minority Housing Applicants Glasgow 1989 Glasgow City Council). Specifically,
Pakistani households are ELEVEN times more likely to suffer overcrowding than the
general population. The lack of larger housing in safe areas can also be attributed to
Scottish Homes' development funding regime, which militates against the building of
larger units.

17. Research shows that black and minority ethnic older people are severely under
represented in mainstream sheltered housing and excluded because of
language/cultural differences and isolation in predominantly white schemes. Research
also indicates a high projected need over the next twenty years for specific sheltered
housing schemes. A handful of schemes have been set up successfully to address the



needs of Chinese and Jewish elders, but other ethnic groups, including Indian and
Pakistani elders, lack specific provision.

18. Black and minority ethnic communities continue to be excluded from social
housing opportunities. In the 80s and 90s, black and minority ethnic people lost out on
tenancies and right to buy because of discriminatory policies and racism in the council
sector. Today, black and minority ethnic people are excluded from accessing home
ownership in the public and social housing sectors. Our service users tend to live on or
below the official poverty line, yet to qualify for shared ownership, you must have a
certain level of income. Score statistics 98/99 also show that only one shared ownership
sale out of 388 went to a 'non-white' household. GRO grants proved beyond the reach
of black and minority ethnic communities.

 19. Glasgow will rehouse 2,500 asylum seekers plus their dependents every year for
the next five years in its empty properties in and around the inner city. It is estimated
that approximately 57% will remain in Scotland as a result of winning their case or
appeals. Other cities and towns will also accept significant numbers of refugee groups
into their empty properties. The effects of no-choice accommodation brought about by
the government's dispersal programme, social isolation, living below the poverty line
and stigmatisation brought about by the voucher scheme will inevitably alienate and
disenfranchise an already excluded community. There will also be a dramatic
demographic change to traditionally white communities. These changes will obviously
have implications for the role of Registered Social Landlords.

Extended Right to Buy  

20. We are concerned about the extended right to buy because of the detrimental
impact on the supply of housing for potential tenants in housing need. Since the 1990s,
one of the ‘standard reasons’ given by researchers and council officials for under-
representation of black and minority ethnic tenants in the council sector was ‘Right to
Buy’ which diminished council stock in the areas these communities most preferred.
While we would add that other factors such as racism and racially discriminatory
policies also had a significant part to play, we believe that Right to Buy contributed
significantly to preventing access to black & minority ethnic groups. We believe that the
Extended Right to Buy will further exclude and exacerbate the housing problems of the
most vulnerable and poorest people in need who have least housing choice - unable to
buy or rent privately - and need housing in multiracial areas. The existing available
stock is very much in short supply for our client groups, and we have live files of people
who have been waiting ten years for safe, affordable housing. Individuals should have
the opportunity to access home-ownership but not if it is at the expense of another
household whose housing needs can only be met by the public/social rented sector.

New Single Social Tenancy  

21. Positive Action in Housing supports the introduction of a new single social
tenancy as it would mean uniformity of rights for both council and social housing
tenants, and encourage potential tenants to see both sectors as a viable option.

 22. Positive Action in Housing believes that racial harassment should be specifically
included as statutory grounds for ending a tenancy, rather than it being implicitly
included within “anti-social behaviour”. This would reinforce the government’s stance
against race hate crime within the tenancy agreement and send a clear message out to
potential perpetrators of race hate crime.



23. We recommend that racial harassment be specifically cited as a ground for a
management transfer. In our experience, most victims of racial harassment are simply
transferred and no action is taken against the perpetrators because of the difficulty in
gathering evidence. We would like to see a clear message go out to the perpetrators of
racist attacks that their behaviour will not be tolerated and would like to explore with the
Scottish Executive the possibility of compulsory transfers being applied to racist tenants.

24. Statutory rights to tenants’ groups: We believe that if statutory rights are to be
given to tenants’ groups then there should be statutory measures in place to ensure that
tenants’ groups are genuinely representative and do not exclude black and minority
ethnic communities.

25. Sub-letting and assignation of tenancies: we support the Executive in not wishing
to remove the right to sub-letting and assignation. However, we would like to ensure
that the grounds on which the landlord could refuse to sub-let will not prejudice the
housing needs of sub-tenants. We have noticed a trend where many homeless black
and minority households, who have turned down unsuitable offers of housing because
of the fear of racist attacks in known no-go areas, have turned in desperation to family
members for temporary help. We should like to see landlords being sympathetic and
flexible in these types of circumstances.

Role of Scottish Homes  

26. We support the move to make Scottish Homes directly accountable to the
Scottish Parliament through Ministers.

27. We welcome the fact that Scottish Homes new role will include promoting new
social landlords, monitoring their performance, identifying best practice, regulating local
authorities’ homelessness duties and advising/ monitoring authorities on their housing
plans.

28. We have made very detailed comments on Scottish Homes’ role and the Race
Equality Policy in our response of August 2000. In particular, we stress the need to
support ring-fenced development funding, black & minority ethnic Registered Social
Landlords and recruit designated race equality officers. We also call for punitive
measures on Registered Social Landlords who do not deliver on the race equality
expectations set by Scottish Homes and a fully inclusive consultation with black &
minority ethnic groups with a housing interest. We strongly recommend that the various
points raised in that response are taken on board by the new Executive Agency in the
context of the Housing Bill.

29. For several years, we have lobbied Scottish Homes to develop a specific and
costed strategy to support and set up black & minority ethnic Registered Social
Landlords, similar to those supported by the government through the Housing
Corporation in England. We believe that such organisations will help the housing sector
to progress towards a socially inclusive society and that Ministers should give this
support through the new Executive Agency.

30. While accepting that Scottish Homes role will include ‘identifying good practice
and ensuring that this is communicated effectively to all social landlords’ we should
point out that much good practice from England where there have been successes in
housing black & minority ethnic communities through various positive action measures



have been ignored by Scottish Homes.

31. In terms of the appointment of external non-executive directors, we recommend
that there should be black and minority ethnic representation and that the recruitment of
all directors is carried out in a transparent manner.

  New Single Regulatory Framework  

32. We support the Executive’s intention to develop a framework for the housing
sector, which provides for more effective, transparent and consistent regulation and
performance assessment. We believe that the new Executive Agency is in a good
position to monitor performance across the housing sector, although we would
recommend that punitive measures be taken against housing providers who do not
perform well according to race equality expectations.

33. Positive Action in Housing has published two good practice models for
Registered Social Landlords, Best Practice Recruitment & Selection and Model Racial
Harassment Procedures. Both have been widely adopted by Registered Social
Landlords and we recommend that the Regulator uses these as sources of good
practice.

34. The Scottish Executive should ensure that the proposed Executive Agency fulfils
its duties under the Race Relations Act and the forthcoming Race Relations
(Amendment) Bill. The Housing Bill is an ideal opportunity for the Scottish Executive to
set out the ways in which the Executive Agency should comply with the new duty.

Strategic/Funding Role of Local Authorities  

35. Black & minority ethnic strategies: As indicated by our previous responses to
Scottish Homes and the Scottish Executive, black and minority ethnic have been
consistently excluded from housing policy making and planning processes which has
resulted in their needs being addressed very much on a ‘flavour of the month basis’ or
not at all. We should like to see local authorities develop specific black and minority
ethnic strategies rather than one off measures. This helps towards accountability and
consistency in addressing unmet black housing needs. These strategies should be
developed in full consultation with black and minority ethnic groups.

36. Ring-fenced development funding: We strongly recommend that ring-fenced
development money is used by local authorities as a way of addressing the specific
unmet housing needs of black & minority ethnic groups addressed at the local level.
Such an approach will help the Scottish Executive achieve its overall aim of ‘ensuring
that a range of decent housing options is available to all, regardless of social, cultural or
ethnic background’.

37. The Bill should place a duty on local authorities to consult fully with excluded
groups, like black & minority ethnic groups. We are concerned to ensure that the local
authority decisions include full and proper consultation with, and participation by, black
and minority ethnic groups. In the past we have seen agencies - voluntary and statutory
– at best, handpick consultees and exclude articulate, effective black and minority
ethnic organisations; at worst, consult traditional networks which have little or no black
& minority ethnic representation.

Single housing Plans/Local Housing Strategies  



38. For local authorities to satisfactorily produce a single housing plan for their area,
the needs of all groups must be considered, including black and minority ethnic
communities.

39. We remain conscious of the significant under-representation of black and
minority ethnic people on associations and in tenants’ organisations and would urge the
Executive to ensure that local authorities fully consult black and minority ethnic groups
on the development of single housing plans and local housing strategies. This would
best be carried out through the development of a national framework for consulting
black and minority ethnic groups.

40. Positive Action in Housing has also worked closely with various agencies
including the Scottish Executive’s equality unit to assist them to widely consult black
and minority ethnic organisations across Scotland using our Scottish Ethnic Minorities
Directory. Local authorities should also be encouraged to make use of such information
in their consultation strategies.

41. In previous responses, we have consistently raised the issue of under-
representation and the lack of choice and empowerment for black and minority ethnic
communities in housing. Positive Action in Housing believes the Scottish Executive
must support the development of black and minority ethnic housing associations to help
promote choice and empowerment for the black and minority ethnic communities.

Homelessness and Allocation Proposals

42. Positive Action in Housing believes that the permanent accommodation which
councils will be required to offer to unintentionally homeless households in
priority need should be appropriate in terms of location, in order to address the
problems of racial harassment for black and minority ethnic groups and in particular the
thousands of asylum seekers who are being dispersed to peripheral estates in Glasgow
and other parts of Scotland.

43. Refugees should also be specifically mentioned as a vulnerable group in the
secondary legislation or new Code of guidance.

R Qureshi/PAiH

5 October 2000

 



EO/01/03/03
NOTE FROM THE RACE REPORTER

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE 13 2 2001

MEETING WITH REFUGEE SCHOOLCHILDREN 02 2 2001

Purpose of paper
1. To update the Committee on the meeting with refugee school children held on 2

February 2001.1

Action
2. The Committee is requested to note details of the meeting, accept it as relevant

evidence for the examination at Stage 1 of the general principles of the Housing
(Scotland) Bill and accept the recommendations.

Recommendation
3. Race Reporter recommendation is to note the details of the report and accept the

issues raised as evidence for consideration as part of the Stage 1 Report on the
Housing (Scotland) Bill.

Introduction
4. This paper sets out a brief summary of the meeting between the Race Reporter and a

group of eight refugee children, currently attending St. Roch’s Secondary School in
Glasgow. The meeting was organised through Save The Children Fund (SCF) and Sue
Fisher attended from that organisation. Also in attendance were Jamie McGrigor MSP,
Hassan Hassan (a teacher at St Roch’s Secondary School) and Marie Walker,
Education Co-Ordinator of the Scottish Asylum Seeker Support Project (SASSP).
Members will wish to note that statements made by the group have not yet been
cross-referred to the appropriate bodies: it should not therefore be regarded as a
definitive statement of policies and resources.

Background
5. Save The Children in Scotland and the Scottish Refugee Council published a report2

last year on the experiences of young people and children who are refugees or asylum
seekers, including details of bullying and harassment they experience. As part of their
visit to the Scottish Parliament, a group of eight refugees of school age took the
opportunity to discuss their experience with Michael McMahon (Race Reporter) and
other Members of the Equal Opportunities Committee.

6. The Reporter would like to record his thanks to the young people and the others who
helped facilitate the meeting.

Educational and Support Facilities
Resources
7. Some of the young people had specialist support (such as social workers assigned to

them) whilst others did not. They noted that their school was currently being
refurbished and that this lead to dusty conditions.

                                                
1 Equal Opportunities Committee, 16 January 2001, Official Report, column 985
2 “I didn’t come here for fun…Listening to the Views of Children and Young People who are Refugees or
Asylum Seekers in Scotland”, Sandra Macaskill & Margaret Petrie,  SRC/SCF, November 2000



Bullying/Assaults
8. The group said that there were no anti-bully resources in school, although the vast

majority of the incidents took place away from the school area. (The majority were
housed in buildings in Sighthill). They had all experienced verbal as well as physical
abuse, with the perpetrators ranging from school age to old age pensioners. (The
children identified the perpetrators as mainly local to the area). Having stones and eggs
thrown at them was a common occurrence for all individuals within the group.

9. The provision of Closed Circuit TV and a concierge meant that most had not
experienced bullying in their building. The attacks therefore tended to take place
between the school and home. The effect of this was to place a curfew on the young
people, so that they could not be out of their homes after 6 pm. Police were not called
in response to every incident, and comments on the speed of response were made. A
response time of 30 minutes was cited in one case. Even when the police were called,
the children said that the perpetrators had long since gone and the police only acted as
a deterrent whilst visible; once the police had left, the bullying would usually resume.

10. Whilst the area had previously had a multi-ethnic population, this had mostly been
comprised of overseas students. Both SCF and SASSP felt that the situation had been
exacerbated by the manner in which the media had handled the placement of refugees
and asylum seekers by the Home Office agency (NASS).

Housing issues
11. Refugees were housed in some 400 flats in the Sighthill area. The group felt that the

flats were very cold, with inadequate heating facilities. Aside from acclimatisation
problems, the link between poor heating and health problems was clearly understood
by the group. The standard heating for a two bedroom flat, often housing a family of
five or more, was one electric fire in the front room. Support groups were wary of
providing additional heating facilities for refugees in case it generated antagonism
amongst fellow council tenants, who have exactly the same heating facilities provided
for them. Both MSPs noted the requirement for NASS funded housing to be wind and
weatherproof, with no requirement to provide heating facilities.

12. SASSP also pointed out that until the New Year, local authorities had no say on where
(within the stock of eligible housing) NASS placed refugees. This meant that the local
knowledge of housing staff within the council had been bypassed, with the result that
the intention of creating a community etc. had failed. Whilst Glasgow now had a role in
placing refugees, a sizeable number had already been placed by NASS without
reference to local expertise on existing population characteristics, support networks
already in situ and local facilities.

13. In addition to difficulties experienced by virtue of language, the group recounted details
of patchy service in matters such a remedial repairs etc. The relationship between
NASS and Glasgow City Council (and the associated Service Level Agreements) was
something the Members present agreed to examine in more detail.

Youth Facilities
14. The group said that there were some facilities in the area. Whilst there was a playing

field close to most of them, this could only be used in summer; during the darker winter
and autumn evenings, too many incidents of bullying took place to consider it safe.
They noted that the area had the Sighthill Youth Club and the Springburn Swimming
Pool.



15. However, such facilities required money. As each family did not receive any income
(goods and food being obtained by means of vouchers issued through NASS), they
had no money to go. This was seen as a major disadvantage as attendance would help
to build up a circle of friends: the group felt that once their peers saw they were
children the same as themselves (with similar views, aspirations and concerns) they
would become friends; as well as the laudable (and entirely natural impulse of the
young) to make friends, it is clear that this would also help to reduce the bullying they
experience.

Pre-school and community education
16. Both SCF and SASSP noted that there was no Home Office funding for pre-five or

community education. Whilst there were some discussions with the Scottish Executive
Education Department on the provision of pre-five funding, they noted that there was a
waiting list of some 500 adults. Lessons were being provided from a variety of sources,
ranging from pro-bono work by colleges to voluntary groups; naturally, there was a
wide range in quality of delivery and the qualifications available at the end of the
instruction.

Spiritual matters
17. The group stated that they were all Muslim, although naturally this is not to be taken as

indicative of all refugees. Although Glasgow has four mosques, the group noted the
distance to the nearest mosque and the fact that they did not have the money for fares.
Noting the charitable work undertaken by mosques (such as provision of clothes,
goods etc.), Members inquired as to contact with the local Imam and agreed to raise
the issue via the “Caring City” initiative at the next opportunity.

18. The difficulty in obtaining halal foodstuffs was noted, as not all shops that provided
halal foodstuffs took vouchers.

Conclusion
19. The Members saw a group of intelligent and lively young people, who were

commendably articulate in a language that they were still learning. Their key concern
was the welfare of their families; all they wanted for themselves was the opportunity to
be like everyone else.

Recommendation
20. The Committee is invited to approve the following actions

(i) note the report of the meeting and issues raised; and

(ii) agree to adopt the report as evidence for the Stage 1 Report into the general
principles of the Housing (Scotland) Bill.

Michael McMahon MSP
Race Reporter to the Equal Opportunities Committee
February 2001
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Note on the Convention Rights (Compliance) (Scotland)
Bill
1st February 2001

Equality Network
58a Broughton St., Edinburgh, EH1 3SA
Email: equality@diversity.org.uk     Web: www.diversity.org.uk/equality/

The Equality Network is the Scottish network of groups and individuals working for an end
to discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people in Scotland.

We would like to comment on Part 4 of the Convention Rights (Compliance) (Scotland) Bill,
which repeals section 13(2)(a) of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995.

The repeal in Part 4 of the Bill is not only necessary to comply with the Convention, it
also removes a clear piece of discrimination, in the law, on grounds of sexual
orientation, and the Equality Network welcomes it.

Background

Section 13 of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995 (as amended by the
Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000) regulates homosexual acts between men in
Scotland.

Under the provisions of section 13, homosexual acts are legal if:

• the parties consent;
• the parties are over 16; and
• the act takes place in private.

Section 13(2) currently provides for two circumstances in which a homosexual act can never
be “in private” for the purposes of section 13. These circumstances are that:

• (section 13(2)(a)) more than two people take part or are present; or
• (section 13(2)(b)) the act takes place in a lavatory to which the public have, or are

permitted to have, access.

In either of these circumstances, a homosexual act is not “in private” and so is always illegal.
The Convention Rights (Compliance) Bill repeals section 13(2)(a). Section 13(2)(b) is
unchanged, and acts which do not take place in private will remain illegal.

No restriction equivalent to section 13(2)(a) exists for heterosexual acts or for sexual
acts between women. If a heterosexual act or sexual act between women takes place in
private, and all the people present are consenting adults, the act is legal even if more
than two people take part or are present.
The relevant European Court case concerns a man, known as A.D.T., who was charged with
“gross indecency” under the effectively identical English legislation, after engaging in sexual

Paper EO.01.03.5
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activity in private in his own home with other adult men. The sexual activity was fully
consensual, and was only a breach of the law because of the special restriction on private
homosexual acts, that no more than two people be present or take part. A.D.T. was convicted,
and on 20th November 1996 was conditionally discharged for two years.

A.D.T. complained to the European Court of Human Rights that his right to respect for his
private life, under article 8 of the Convention, had been breached (application no. 35765/97).
The European Court ruled on 11th July 2000 that “the applicant has been the victim of an
interference with his right to respect for his private life both as regards the existence of
legislation prohibiting consensual sexual acts between more than two men in private, and as
regards the conviction for gross indecency”. The Court found that there was no justification
for this interference, and therefore that article 8 of the Convention had been breached by
both the legislation and the prosecution.

The European Court awarded A.D.T. costs (£12,391) and damages (£20,929) against the UK
Government. The seven European Court judges hearing the case were unanimously agreed on
all parts of the judgement.

Repeal of section 13(2)(a)

As far as we are aware, even before the A.D.T. judgement, there have been no recent
prosecutions in Scotland under the provisions of section 13(2)(a).

Sexual offences law is devolved, and had section 13(2)(a) been Scottish Parliament
legislation, the A.D.T. judgement would effectively have rendered it immediately inoperable.
As pre-existing Westminster legislation, section 13(2)(a) is not directly overruled by the
A.D.T. judgement, but any person prosecuted in Scotland under this law, following A.D.T.,
could win substantial damages in the European Court.

Section 13(2)(a) is in clear direct breach of article 8 of the Convention, and for that
reason should be repealed in the Convention Rights (Compliance) (Scotland) Bill.
Repeal is not an issue of approval or disapproval of the activities concerned, but of the
right of adults under the Convention to non-interference in these particular private
consensual activities. Section 13(2)(a) is also discriminatory, in that no equivalent
restriction applies to heterosexual acts or sexual acts between women.

Repeal of section 13(2)(a) affects only fully consensual homosexual acts between men which
take place in private. Acts which involve people under the age of consent, acts which do not
have the consent of those involved, acts which do not take place in private and acts which
take place in a public lavatory will all remain illegal.

Finally, we would like to add that although this repeal removes an example of
discrimination, on the basis of sexual orientation, in the criminal law, the form of the
various sexual offences laws in Scotland still differs substantially depending on the
gender of the people involved. For example, unlike in England, in Scotland the crime of
rape does not include male rape. In our view, sexual offences laws in Scotland should be
reviewed to ensure that they effectively protect all people from assault and abuse, while
being fair and non-discriminatory.


